Instrument Security Procedures

Model
Fluke-381

Product Name:
Remote Display True-RMS Clamp Meter

Instrument Description:
Digital clamp meter that has remote display module and detachable iFlex (Flexible Current Probe)

Memory Description:
Fluke-381 main board MCU(U12) has 96KB+256B flash memory and 4KB RAM. The Flash memory contains operating code and calibration data for the product. The RAM contains the readings or data in operating and calculating.
Fluke-381 remote display board MCU(U12) has 48KB+256B Flash memory and 2KB RAM. The Flash memory contains operating code for the product. The RAM contains the readings or data in operating and calculating.

Memory Cleaning Instructions:
No customer data is saved in non-volatile memory, taking off the batteries of the product will clear the memory